#Community

#Suburbs
#Exchange of skills
#Upgrading spaces
#Sense of belonging
Vision

We want to connect two communities that share the same city area: university students and environs' residents.

Mission

Creating social and economic value through the exchange of knowledge in real life contexts and reshaping spaces with contemporary urban planning actions.
Open CampUS

is a service that enables a network
Bovisa, Milan.

Brancaleone building
Bovisa, Milan.
Open CampUS
Bovisa’s Topic

Based on the faculties placed in the Politecnico’s Campus

- Branding
- Economic Sustainability
- Management support
Graffiti
Web Platform
Storyboard
Why is it innovative
Our team

Eugenia Isabel Brenes
(Merida, Mexico)

Daniele Pirozzi
(Naples, Italy)

Domenico Vitale
(Milan, Italy)

Silvia Brembati
(Bergamo, Italy)

Ines Odalovic
(Castel Nuovo, Montenegro)

Amarinder Arora
(New Delhi, India)
Thanks.